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This project was comprised of the design of a language that describes the 
characteristics of SGML and XML document collections to search engines, and 
the development of a search engine that is sensitive to this language.  The 
fundamental premise of the design is the concept of structural and semantic 
views.  The Extensible Retrieval Language is a facility for mapping semi-
structured databases to one or more views.  The XRL search engine indexes and 
provides search tools based on these maps. 
The system was deployed and evaluated on collections of TEI encoded 
documents.  Results were promising enough to warrant the development of a 
scalable, full function version. 
Headings: 
Online searching 
XML (Computer language) 
SGML (Computer language) 
Internet search engines 
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Introduction 
The mission 
The project to design and build this search engine was motivated in part by the 
desire to provide an exemplary tool for exploring the Documenting the American 
South collection at the University of North Carolina.  Of course, no developer 
designs a tool for only one application, so the design was deployed upon the 
Women’s Writers databases from Brown and Indiana Universities, and the 
University of California at Davis.  The great majority of the observation and testing, 
however, was performed on the DocSouth collection. 
The other impetus for this project was the long held belief that the semantic 
richness of SGML and XML databases would not provide the expected benefit to 
information retrieval unless we supplied the missing ingredient.  This ingredient 
was the roadmap, the essential guide that the search engine and the searcher 
would need to navigate the semantic landscape.  The mission of the project, then, 
was to design such a map, and to build a tool to use this map to help people 
explore the database.  
Description of DocSouth content 
Documenting the American South is a collection of books and manuscripts about 
the culture and history of the south, sponsored by the Academic Affairs Library of 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  Texts are encoded according to the 
Text Encoding Initiative Lite standards (TEI Lite).  Written local procedures govern 
encoding practice and the interpretation of TEI-Lite.  The collection is available on 
the World Wide Web for scholarly research and casual browsing.  As of the 
beginning of the project, there were 480 encoded documents.  As of this writing, 
there are 709. 
This is an ideal collection with which to test a semantically aware search engine.  
The TEI and TEI Lite standards are complex, highly developed, and well 
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documented.   The local interpretation of the standards is consistent, but not 
necessarily identical to those of other institutions using TEI Lite.  The markup is 
intensive.  These are hand crafted documents of high economic cost and 
intellectual value, semantically rich, and indispensable as a research too. 
The documents are encoded using SGML, and converted by a utility program to 
XML.  The project used SGML and XML interchangeably.  Since the search engine 
is designed to be a semantic filter, encoding that was not relevant to retrieval was 
easily ignored, so the differences were not significant. 
Semi-structured databases 
Labeled directed graphs 
It is convenient to represent a semi-structured database using a labeled directed 
graph.  The container formed by opening and closing tags, and everything within it, 
is treated as an object.  The containers embedded exactly one level deep are 
treated as attributes of the object.  We recurse the database from the largest 
container to the smallest until we reach a container that contains atomic data, such 
as text.  Since we are searching for content, we are interested in the edge of the 
graph that represents atomic elements.  Atomic data is represented as parsed 
character data (PCDATA), the value component of an object-attribute-value (AOV) 
triplet.   
We treat a property name as an attribute of the tag, and the property value as the 
value of that attribute.  Hence, we can represent both elements and properties in 
the same way, using OAV triplets.   An element may contain both atomic data and 
other elements without presenting a problem to this model. 
Figure 1 is extracted from the header of a document in the DocSouth database.  
Figure 2 shows the same snippet represented as a labeled directed graph.   
Where a container is embedded in another, it is indented, such that the more 
deeply embedded, the further right the tag will appear.   PCDATA is show in the 
right-hand column.    
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<TEI.2> 
<TEIHEADER TYPE=""> 
<FILEDESC> 
<TITLESTMT> 
<TITLE><EMPH>From a New England Woman's Diary in Dixie in 1865:</EMPH> 
Electronic Edition. 
</TITLE><AUTHOR>Ames, Mary, 1831-1903</AUTHOR> 
 
<FUNDER>Funding from the Library of Congress/Ameritech National Digital Library Competition 
supported the electronic publication of this title.</FUNDER> 
 
<RESPSTMT> 
<RESP>Text scanned (OCR) by</RESP> 
<NAME>Thomas Pearson</NAME> 
</RESPSTMT> 
<RESPSTMT><RESP>Text encoded by </RESP> 
<NAME ID="JK">Jill Kuhn</NAME></RESPSTMT> 
</TITLESTMT> 
Figure 1 – Sample TEI encoded text a DocSouth document 
 
....TEI.2                                
........TEIHEADER                         
………TYPE        “”  
………./TYPE            
............FILEDESC                     
................TITLESTMT                
....................TITLE                
........................EMPH              From a New England Woman’s Diary in Dixie in 1865 
 ......................./EMPH 
..................../TITLE 
....................AUTHOR           Ames, Mary, 1831-1903 
..................../AUTHOR 
....................FUNDER             Funding from the Library 
..................../FUNDER 
....................RESPSTMT             
........................RESP              Images scanned by 
......................../RESP 
........................NAME             Thomas Pearson 
......................../NAME 
..................../RESPSTMT 
....................RESPSTMT             
........................RESP              Text  encoded by 
......................../RESP 
........................NAME              Jill Kuhn 
…………………..ID JK 
…………………../ID 
......................../NAME 
..................../RESPSTMT 
 Figure 2 – Indented representation of text snippet from Figure 1 
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Semantic notation 
Semantic tags add meaning to terms by placing them in context.  A tag, in turn, is 
more precisely defined by the semantic context in which it occurs.   
Figure 1 illustrates several of the concepts of semantic notation.  The phrase  
“From a New England Woman’s Diary in Dixie in 1865” acquires additional 
meaning when we apply the TITLE tag.   The TITLE tag, is further defined by this 
context:   TEIHEADER:FILEDESC:TITLESTMT.  We know not only that the 
phrase is a title, but also that the scope of the title is the entire TEI document, as 
distinguished from, for instance, a chapter title, or the title of a resource cited in the 
document. 
We organize these tags and their context into a regular hierarchical structure by 
treating both attributes and subordinate containers as attributes of the parent 
container.  In the second responsibility statement (RESPSTMT), ID is a simple 
attribute of NAME.  The object-attribute-value (OAV) triplet in this case is  NAME-
ID-“JK”.  We treat a subordinate container that contains atomic data in the same 
way.  Both RESP and NAME are treated as attributes of RESPSTMT, enabling us 
to form two more OAV triplets: RESPSTMT-RESP-“Text encoded by”  and 
RESPSTMT-NAME-“Jill Kuhn”. 
We can organize a document into a recursive sequence of OAV triplets, where 
each object is an attribute of the parent container.  The recursion terminates when 
we reach an atomic value, the edge of the labeled directed graph.  From a 
semantic perspective, each containing object adds precision to the meaning of its 
component attribute.  We can resolve each structure to a complex attribute, such 
as TEIHEADER.FILEDESC.TITLESTMT.TITLE.RESPSTMT.NAME.  There are as 
many unique complex attributes as can be extrapolated from the DTD, which in 
our case is rather many.  
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<BODY> 
<DIV1 TYPE="text"> 
<PB ID="p1" N="1"> 
 
<HEAD>FROM A NEW ENGLAND<LB> 
WOMAN'S DIARY IN 
<LB>DIXIE IN 1865</HEAD> 
 
<DIV2 TYPE="entry"><P>MISS WARE, of Cambridge, came to Springfield to visit Mrs. Farrar. 
The 
story of her experiences with the people in the South was so interesting that my friend Emily 
Bliss and I became enthusiastic to follow her example. </P> 
 
<P>We sailed from New York on the steamer <HI REND="italics">Fulton</HI>, May 1, 1865, 
and after 
a pleasant sail reached Hilton Head  on the morning of the fourth day.</P> 
 
Figure 3 – Another TEI-encoded snippet 
 
............BODY                      
…………DIV1                    
……………..TYPE             text 
…………….../TYPE 
....................HEAD              FROM A NEW ENGLAND 
..................../HEAD 
....................DIV2                TYPE [entry] 
........................P                   MISS WARE, of Cambridge, came  
......................../P 
........................P                   We sailed from New York on  
............................HI             Fulton 
............................/HI 
………………./P 
Figure 4 – Indented representation of text snippet from Figure 3 
  
Structural notation 
Some tags add little or no semantic value to their contents.   Knowing that terms 
belong to a paragraph (P) adds little term discrimination value relative to that that 
term occurring anywhere in the document. Tags such as paragraph, division, 
chapter, are used to divide the document into useful segments.  We refer to these 
tags as structural notation, as distinguished from semantic notation. 
Whereas semantic notation is characterized by variety, structural notation is 
generally simple, generic and hierarchical in nature.  A chapter is comprised of 
paragraphs.  A poem is comprised of verses.  A division may be comprised of 
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chapters, poems, or perhaps a combination of both.  For a set of structural notation 
to be useful, it must be comprehensive.  All content at each level of the structure 
must belong to a known container.  This enables us to represent any part or all of a 
document as a composite object.  Where there are gaps in the structure – where 
content falls between known containers, we must coerce the structure by 
assigning the content to an adjacent container.   
Semantic and structural notation are represented in the same way in a document, 
but their respective purposes are dramatically different.    This distinction is critical 
to the design of our search engine.  
Desirable characteristics of search engine 
Representing meaning 
We expect to be able to increase  search precision by understanding and 
exploiting the semantic meta-content, the ontology, that is embedded in a semi-
structured database.  The ontology for a particular domain is expressed in a 
general way in the DTD, and instantiated in the tags embedded in each document.  
A search engine should represent the ontological structure in a way that is ideally 
suited for retrieval.  There is no reason to think that tags are grouped or ordered in 
a way that is intuitive to the information seeker in either the DTD or any particular 
document. 
We need to represent tags in context, but simply appending the tag names from 
highest to lowest order to form a complex attribute will result in clumsy and 
unnatural nomenclature.  We need to provide a way to map clear, useful external 
names to complex attributes. 
The DTD may draw distinctions between attributes that are important for 
populating the database, for performing certain specialized automated processes, 
or for archival, but that are not important for retrieval.  We need a way to equate 
two or more complex attributes to the same external name. 
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We need a way to organize attributes into groups, and in turn to organize groups 
into larger groups, to whatever depth we wish.  The groups need not be exclusive 
– an elementary item or group may belong to more than one parent group if this is 
useful. 
Different users of the same database may have different needs and different 
perspective.  We should support the mapping of different ontological structures to 
the same domain. 
Manipulating components 
With a conventional, unstructured text database, we can only retrieve document 
objects. If we have a structural map of documents in the database, we can provide 
powerful  facilities for manipulating objects of any size or scope.  The engine 
should be able to score and rank objects of any size we wish to define, such as 
chapters, sections or divisions, and represent those objects in a result set – or hit 
list.  We should be able to retrieve those objects individually, without retrieving the 
entire document.  We should provide facilities for manipulating these components, 
such that we can combine them into composite objects. 
Portability 
If we are to design and build a search engine powerful enough to meet these 
requirements, we will want to reuse the software for any number of databases.  
This means that we will have to store the representation of the retrieval 
characteristics of a particular database for a specific user group externally from the 
software.  We can call these representations retrieval schemas.   These schemas 
may have a many-to-many relationship with DTD’s and the instances of physical 
databases governed by the DTD’s.  One retrieval schema could be used for 
several DTD’s that share enough characteristics to make it useful to  search the 
domains jointly.  Conversely, different retrieval schemas could be applied to the 
same DTD to suit the purposes of different users performing different information 
seeking tasks. 
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Building the database retrieval schema 
Selecting the semantic elements 
<AUTHOR>Ames, Mary, 1831-1903</AUTHOR> 
 
<BYLINE><HI REND="italics">By 
</HI><DOCAUTHOR>MARY AMES</DOCAUTHOR></BYLINE> 
Figure 5.  Two samples of encoding of author 
 
Since we are building a search engine, we are interested only in those database 
features that will add value to the retrieval process.  Some tags, especially many of 
those generated from properties, contain typographic information, which adds no 
semantic value.  Other tags serve special internal purposes, and would not be 
useful to most users.  We are left with the job of assessing the remaining tags, and 
making value judgments about their usefulness.   This database employs more 
than 400 different tags, with a typical document containing an average of 70 
different tags – either number would create quite a daunting dropdown for the user.   
We need to make choices about which tags merit inclusion in our system, and we 
need to represent these choices to the system.  We will call this representation a 
semantic map, since it is a map that points us to the elements that have the 
greatest semantic value.   This semantic map is different from the map that is 
described in the DTD - it is specialized to the retrieval process.  There are several 
criteria for evaluating the tags.    
Variety of content.  If the content were the same every time the tag appeared, 
there would be little semantic value to this tag.  Variety increases the 
discrimination value of an element. 
Universality.  A tag that is found in every document is far more useful than one that 
is peculiar to only a handful of documents. 
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Subjective evaluation. Much of the process of choosing tags consists of common 
sense observations about the nature and usage of the elements. 
There is more constructing the semantic map than choosing tags. We can see 
from figures 1 and 2 that some of the tags, such as ITEM or ID, are ambiguous out 
of context.  The ITEM tag acquires meaning when we understand that it is an 
ITEM in a LIST of KEYWORD(s) describing the TEXTCLASS (the class of the 
text).  So we need to represent the context of the elements in our map, as well as 
the name. 
We may also find instances where the definition of several elements is very closely 
grouped.  For instance, the DocSouth database contains elements labeled both 
AUTHOR and DOCAUTHOR.  Undoubtedly this is an important distinction to make 
for some purposes, but it is less important to do so for retrieval purposes.  If we 
believe that our users would accept finding an author name in either AUTHOR or 
DOCAUTHOR, then we need a way to represent equivalency, to express that any 
one of a number of elements will meet the requirements for a “hit”. 
We may also observe that the name applied to a certain element is not ideal for 
presentation in the user interface.  This is particularly likely when a simple name 
gains meaning by its context, in which case we will want to describe the context to 
the user.  For instance, the sequence TEXTCLASS/KEYWORDS/LIST/ITEM might 
be labeled as ClassificationKeyword. 
Selecting the structural elements 
Encoded documents have a second advantage for retrieval beyond providing a 
map of high-value search targets – they give us more choices of what to retrieve.  
Systems that search HTML documents have only one unit to retrieve, the 
document.  SGML and XML documents are containerized.  We have our choice of 
any size chunks, or snippet, to retrieve.  Since we have our choice of what to 
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retrieve, we also have our choice of how to rank and order the items that contain 
hits.  We can give the user options about what level of granularity to represent. 
If we are to give the user choices about what size chunks to list and rank, we need 
to find a document structure that is common, regular, and hierarchical.   The 
largest chunk must contain the next smaller, which in turn contains a still smaller 
chunk.   Hence, if we find a hit in a paragraph, we may retrieve that paragraph, or 
we may retrieve the chapter that contains the paragraph, or the section that 
contains the chapter.   In the same way, we can add the values of all hits in any 
size container for ranking purposes.  We need not require that only the smallest 
chunks be atomic – a container that contains other containers may also contain 
content that cannot be mapped to any subordinate component. 
<BODY> 
<DIV1 TYPE="text"> 
 
<PB ID="p1" N="1"> 
<HEAD>FROM A NEW ENGLAND<LB> WOMAN'S DIARY IN <LB>DIXIE IN 1865</HEAD> 
 
<DIV2 TYPE="entry"><P>MISS WARE, of Cambridge, came to Springfield to visit Mrs. Farrar. 
The story of her experiences with the people in the South was so interesting that my friend Emily 
Bliss and I became enthusiastic to follow her example. </P> 
… 
Figure 6 – Document segment with Division1, Division2 and Paragraph containers 
 
We should provide for one or more surrogates to represent each container in the 
user interface, so the user will have an idea of its identity.   For some container 
types, the surrogate will be a simple attribute of that container.  In Figure 4, the 
DIV1 is best represented by the contents of the HEAD element.  The P 
(paragraph)  can only be represented by the first n words or bytes of text.  We may 
want to include graphic objects, such as thumbnails, as surrogates in other 
databases  
At each level there may be multiple elements of the same order.  For instance, the 
highest levels in the DocSouth structure are teiheader and text.  Both occupy the 
same order (0) in the hierarchy.  In this database, such constructs are quite rare, 
but still worthy of support in our representation. 
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There are four levels in the DocSouth database that are common to all documents: 
Section, First Division (part), Second Division (chapter), and Paragraph.  The 
structural map must assure coverage of the entire document, so where there are 
gaps, we must coerce the structure.  There two variances we must account for, 
even in a well-formed document.  The first occurs when we fall to a tertiary level 
without passing through a secondary level of the hierarchy.  For instance, the 
document may proceed from first division to paragraph without including a second 
division.  In this case there is a null implied second division, which is the same size 
as the first division.  This variance was found quite routinely in the DocSouth 
database, though only a small fraction of the containers were null.  The second 
variance occurs when there is content between the end of one container and the 
start of another container at the same level or a higher level.  In these cases, we 
must observe a rule that regardless of the end tag, a container is not closed until 
the next container that is defined in the structural map is found. In fact, this never 
happed in the nearly 400 documents that we have indexed so far in the DocSouth 
database. 
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Representing the schema   
The XML Retrieval Language 
 
We want our search engine software to be reusable across a variety of collections, 
so we must represent the characteristics of a particular database externally from 
the programs.  This means that we must devise a syntax specification for 
describing the semantic map that is easy to build, easy to parse, and flexible.  XML 
provides an excellent framework for this.  Because we are describing metadata, 
we chose to include a number of constructs from RDF as well. 
We refer to the syntax as the eXtensible Retrieval Language (XRL).  Although it is 
encoded in XML, we can just as easily use it to describe SGML documents as 
XML documents.     
 
Syntax 
IndexEntry 
The index entry describes the semantic map of documents in the database.  Each 
entry describes a logical target element, an element that may be explicitly 
searched.  This logical element corresponds to one or more actual construct in a 
document.   An index entry is the unit of indexing for XRL.  There is one high level 
entry in the inverted file for each logical index entry. 
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<IndexEntry LABEL="Author" Weight="2" IncludeSubordinate="YES"> 
<Tags> 
<Bag> 
<li> author.*.teiheader </li> 
<li> docauthor.byline.titlepage.*.text </li> 
</Bag> 
</Tags> 
<Operators> 
<Alt> 
<li> CO </li> 
<li> SW </li> 
<li> EE </li> 
</Alt> 
</Operators> 
</IndexEntry> 
Figure 6 – Sample XRL IndexEntry for Author. 
 
The Label property of the IndexEntry specifies the external label that will appear in 
the user interface, in this case Author. 
The Weight property is a numerical value is used as a multiplier to calculate the 
value of a hit in this element relative to a hit in a free text search. 
The IncludeSubordinate property tells the system to treat all text found in 
subordinate elements as if it were found in this element.   
The Tags element is a container for the patterns that equate to this label.  The 
Bags element is taken from RDF syntax.  It specifies that enclosed is an unordered 
list. 
Each li is a list item that specifies a tag in context that should be indexed under the 
label name.  Since this is an inverted file, we read them right to left.  Hence, the 
tag “author”, found at any depth inside “teiheader” will be indexed as Author.  
Likewise, “docauthor”, immediately inside “byline”, which is immediately inside 
“titlepage”, which is at any depth inside “text”, will also be treated as Author. 
Operators 
Operators is a container for a list of valid comparison operators for that field.  
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CO = contains 
EE = exactly equal 
SW = starts with 
DT = date comparison  
NE = numeric equal.   
 
Alt is again drawn from RDF, and signifies that this is an ordered list, with the 
default selection listed first. 
 
Location entry 
A location entry is used to describe one structural schema of documents in the 
database.  There may be one or more location entries per viewset, each 
describing a complete set of structural elements that comprise a document.    
LocationEntry LABEL="Default"> 
<Seq> 
<li> <Level LABEL="Section"> 
     <Bag> 
     <li> <LevelElement LABEL="Header"> TEIHEADER </LevelElement> </li>  
     <li> <LevelElement LABEL="Text"> TEXT </LevelElement> </li>  
     </Bag> 
     </Level> 
</li> 
<li> <Level LABEL="First Division">  
     <Bag> 
     <li> <LevelElement LABEL="Division 1"> DIV1 </LevelElement> </li>  
     </Bag> 
     </Level> 
</li> 
Figure 5 – Sample XRL LocationEntry 
 
The LocationEntry is a container for an ordered list that is represented as a Seq.  
There is one LocationEntry per schema. 
LevelElement 
There is one Level element per level of logical depth in the schema.  The ordering 
is implicitly by depth – the first Level is the highest, the last Level is the lowest. The 
Label property of the Level element specifies the external label to be used in the 
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user interface. The Level element contains an unordered list  of document 
components that are included in that Level, represented as a Bag.   
The LevelElement contains the tag information that identifies the components for 
that level.  In the example in Figure 5., sections of the document labeled 
“TEIHEADER” or “TEXT” are represented at the highest level of the hierarchy.  
The LABEL property of the LevelElement contains text that can be combined with 
the label property of the containing level, e.g. Section: Header. 
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System design 
Indexes 
Inverted files and the OAV triplet 
When we search a database of documents that are not semantically encoded, 
such as HTML documents, we only need concern ourselves with object-value 
pairs.  The value is text, and object is always a document.  A simple inverted file 
will serve the purpose of returning the identity of zero or more objects given a term 
from the query. 
With semi-structured databases, our index must complete the object-attribute-
value triplet.  The query will provide us with the attribute and value.  The system 
must return the objects that hold that attribute-value pair. Since our objects are 
arranged in a hierarchical way with regard to structural markup, the answer will be 
in the form of zero or more structures.  We call this the location string. 
Object identity: the location string 
Schema.domain.file.container1… containern 
Example:   1.1.237.2.11.7.1 
Figure 6 – The location string 
 
Schema  is the highest order in the location string, because the list of domains, 
and subsequently files, and the contents of that file, is specified at the schema 
level.   
Domain is the specific URL of a directory that has one or more indexed files 
subordinate to it.  The files need not be immediately subordinate, so it is best to 
specify a directory that contains all of the documents for a logical domain. 
File is the path and file name of an indexed file relative to the domain it is a 
member of. 
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The system maintains tables for Schema, Domain and File to decode the number 
into a name, and to associate the subordinate component with it’s parent.  A 
domain will have the same number regardless of how many schemas it is used in.  
A file can only point to one domain.  This organization has the considerable 
advantage of making the indexing of multiple domains quite easy, so the system 
can be used to search multiple collections.  It also permits the physical relocation 
of an entire domain without re-indexing. 
The remainder of the location entry is inside the scope of the document.  There are 
as many nodes as there are levels in the structural map.  In the example in Figure 
6, the location is section 2, div1 – 11, div2 – 7, paragraph 1.  The counts start with 
1, and are relative to the start of the parent container.  Hence, paragraph 1 is not 
the first paragraph of the document; it is the first paragraph in div2 – 7. 
There are two major types of index files used by the system. There is one inverted 
file per schema, which represents the semantic map, and is called simply the 
index.   There is one map file per document, which represents the structural map 
of that document. 
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The index file 
<<Term|ElementCount<!Element|ElementWeight|ContainerCount||FileName|[HitCount]|Containe
rDisp…|| …!>…>> 
 
 
<<transcription|5<!Paragraph|2.0|16||redpot||390||america|1AC|unprot|456|anarchmn|1BF|vanita
s|321|anarchvi|1B7|whypaul|306|ascent|2EB|xantippe|210|dramas|320|year|319|educ|263|enfran
ch|219|liberty| 
228|BlamSPoeti|9FF5|london|2C2>!<!Poem|2.0|16|redpot|390|america|1AC|unprot|456|anarchm
n|1BF|vanitas|321|anarchvi|1B7|whypaul|306|ascent|2EB|xantippe|210|dramas|320|year|319|edu
c|263|enfranch|219|liberty|228|BlamSPoeti|9FF5|london|2C2>!<!Name|2.0|16|redpot|390|americ
a|1AC|unprot|456|anarchmn|1BF|vanitas|321|anarchvi|1B7|whypaul|306|ascent|2EB|xantippe|21
0|dramas|320|year|319|educ|263|enfranch|219|liberty|228|BlamSPoeti|9FF5|london|2C2>!<!Plac
e|2.0|16|redpot|390|america|1AC|unprot|456|anarchmn|1BF|vanitas|321|anarchvi|1B7|whypaul|3
06|ascent|2EB|xantippe|210|dramas|320|year|319|educ|263|enfranch|219|liberty|228|BlamSPoeti
|9FF5|london|2C2>!<!Speech|2.0|16|redpot|390|america|1AC|unprot|456|anarchmn|1BF|vanitas|
321|anarchvi|1B7|whypaul|306|ascent|2EB|xantippe|210|dramas|320|year|319|educ|263|enfranc
h|219|liberty|228|BlamSPoeti|9FF5|london|2C2>!>>  
Figure 7 – Index format and example 
 
The index file is ordered, from high to low order, by Term, ElementLabel, 
FileName, and OutputContainer.  The grouping together of all name-value pairs for 
the same term value provides relatively efficient free-text searching, when the user 
does not specify the name of the logical element to search in 
Neither term nor element is case sensitive, although an attempt is made to 
preserve case for presentation purposes.  The TagWeight is taken directly from 
the XRL IndexEntry for that tag.   The Wordweight is calculated from the inverse 
document frequency of that value, regardless of the container, although an 
alternative calculation could be used.  
There is one entry in an array for each container in which the pair occurs.  
Container refers to the smallest element in the structural map that contains the 
name-value pair.  The ContainerCount holds the number of elements in the array.  
Each element is comprised of a  FileNumber - the unique identifier of the 
document in the file table, a HitCount - the number of occurrences of the pair in the 
container (this is omitted in release 1, from which the example above is taken, and 
assumed to be 1)  and a Disp – the displacement from the start of the document to 
the first byte of lowest element in the structural map that contains these 
occurrences.   
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The map file 
The map file is used to resolve a displacement in a document to a location string.  
Alternatively, it can be used to resolve a location string to a displacement.  There is 
one map file per document. 
Disp|Node1… |Noden||Surrogate 
 
Example: 124A|2.0.0.0|From a New England Woman’s Diary in Dixie in 1865 
                 1265|2.1.0.0|Introduction 
                 128F|2.1.1.0|Some of Miss Ames’ friends, who have enjoyed listening to 
                 12AF|2.1.1.1|Some of Miss Ames’ friends, who have enjoyed listening to 
Figure 8 – Section of map file 
 
The Disp contains the displacement to the smallest significant container in the 
(partial) location string that follows.   
There is one Node per level in the structural hierarchy for the schema.  The 
schema, domain, and file are all omitted from the location string, since these three 
values must have already been resolved in order to locate the map file. 
The Surrogate is the external representation of the identity of the smallest 
significant container in the location string.  We may need to consider representing 
alternative surrogate for the same container. 
In the example in Figure 8, we have a sequence that traverses from the highest to 
the lowest level of the hierarchy.  The first string, 2.0.0.0, refers to highest level, a 
Section, since the remainder is insignificant.  The last string, 2.1.1.1, refers to a 
paragraph.  The surrogate for the third entry, a DIV2 container, is the same as for 
the paragraph, since the DIV2 element does not have a consistent label, and 
specifies text as the surrogate. 
The index file entry for the woman|heading value name pair would point us to the 
Section entry.  The index file entry for woman|paragraph would point us to the 
paragraph entry.  We can traverse to the three larger sized containers in the 
hierarchy by reading backwards.  
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The meta-index 
<term|disp|length> 
<TRANSCRIPTION|6FD|413> 
Figure 8 – Metaindex format and example 
 
For the performance of a search engine to be acceptable, the indexes should 
reside in memory.   XRL indexes were typically about 50% of database size.  
While this is quite good when compared to other XML or SGML indexes, loading 
the entire index into memory would severely limit scalability.   
The number of unique terms in the database, after applying a standard stop-word 
list,  did not tend to rise significantly after reaching the 20,000-25,000 ranges, 
regardless of the size of the database.  This number would be greater if the 
database contained a large number of unique proper names.  The ratio of name-
value pairs to terms was generally less than 2:1, but this would vary with the 
nature of the database, and the granularity of the  semantic schema. 
The optimal performance tradeoff was found by creating a file with one entry per 
term, containing the term, the displacement into the index of the entries for that 
term, and the length of the entries.   This file, called the meta-index, is loaded into 
memory, and used to access the index file directly using relative byte address. 
Services 
The user interface accesses the collection via a set of services.  Server responses 
are returned as well formed XML, and are governed by the DTD for the retrieval 
system.   This DTD is not specific to the database – it describes the internal 
vocabulary of the search system, and is the same wherever the system is 
deployed. 
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Find 
<?xml encoding="US-ASCII"?> 
<!ELEMENT hitlist (src, query, level, hitcount, hit*)> 
<!ELEMENT src (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT query (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT level (#PCDATA) 
<!ELEMENT hitcount (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT hit (weight, count, disp, locstr, surrogate, doc_url)> 
<!ELEMENT score (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT count (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT disp (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT locstr (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT surrogate (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT doc_url (#PCDATA)> 
 
 Figure 9 – DTD for the response message of the Find service 
 
 
 
 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
 
<!DOCTYPE hitlist SYSTEM "hitlist.dtd"> 
 
<hitlist> 
  <src>DocSouth Collection</src> 
  <query>women in southern plantations</query> 
  <hitcount>8</hitcount> 
  <hit> 
    <level>5</level> 
    <score>0.5</score> 
    <count>1</count> 
    <disp>9876a</disp> 
    <locstr>1.1.1.3.4.1</locstr> 
    <surrogate>FROM A NEW ENGLAND WOMAN'S DIARY IN DIXIE IN 1865 
   </surrogate> 
    <doc_url>http://denali.ils.unc.edu/docsouth/ashby/ashby.html </doc_name> 
  </hit> 
 
Figure10 – Sample “hitlist” response from Find service 
 
The find service searches the collection for one or more values or name-value 
pairs in a query string.  There is an implied OR between all query terms.  When 
only a value is supplied, with no corresponding name, the system internally 
expands the query by identifying all tag names in which that text is found. 
Src – the name of the xrl schema set. 
Query  - the query from the request, repeated verbatim. 
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Level  - the depth, from 0-n into the structural schema at which the search should 
be evaluated.  The default is the lowest level, for example paragraph or verse.  
This setting  affects the scoring, ranking, displacement, and surrogate values. 
Hitcount  - the total instances of output containers containing any of the search 
terms in the collection. 
Score – this is a placeholder for future implementation. 
Count – the total instances of any search term in this output container. 
Disp – the displacement of the container. 
Len – the length in bytes of the container. 
Locstr  - the location string of the container. 
Surrogate – the text used to represent the container in the results list. 
Doc_URL  - Universal Resource Locator of the file.   
 
GetSnippet 
 getSnippet  File,{LocationString}|[Disp[,Len][Xoffset,Yoffset,OverrideBoundary    
 
 
 Figure 11 – Format of getSnippet request 
 
<?xml encoding="US-ASCII"?> 
<!ELEMENT getSnippet (locstr,disp,len,snippet)> 
<!ELEMENT locstr (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT disp (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT len (#PCDATA) 
<!ELEMENT snippet (?)> 
Figure 12 – DTD for getSnippet response 
GetSnippet retrieves the contents of an instance of a single container defined in 
the structural schema.   Xoffset and Yoffset enable horizontal and vertical 
navigation through the structural schema. 
File – the identifier of the file, in release 1, the file name. 
LocationString – The complete location string of the requested container.  Either 
LocationString or Disp is required. 
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Disp,Len – the displacement  and length of the container.   If both disp and len are 
specified, performance will be better than if locationstring, or only disp, are 
supplied, since the system will not have to read the map file (unless Xoffset or 
Yoffset are specified). 
Xoffset  - the relative number of the container before or after the specified 
container to retrieve.  For example, for location string 1.2.1.3.1.4, and Xoffset 2, 
the system would return the container at 1.2.1.3.1.6, the sixth container owned by 
1.2.1.3.1.0.   For Xoffset  = -1, the system would return the container at 1.2.1.3.1.3. 
Yoffset – the level relative to the specified level at which to retrieve.  For example, 
for location string 1.2.1.3.1.4, and Yoffset –1, the system would return the 
container at 1.2.1.3.1.0, otherwise known as the parent container. 
OverrideBoundary – instructs the system to proceed to the next (or previous) 
container at that level, if the Xoffset exceeds the number of items in that container.  
For example, if 1.2.1.3.1.0 contained 6 subordinate containers, this would cause 
1.2.1.3.1.4 + Xoffset = 3 to return 1.2.1.3.2.1. 
Snippet – the contents of the container, including the enclosing start and end tag, 
and all internal markup.  
 
List services  
List services are used to return control information for the XRL schema definition to 
the client, for the purpose of populating controls, such as dropdowns or trees. 
ListSchema  – return the numbers and titles for the schemas available in the active 
XRL spec file. 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<!DOCTYPE schemalist SYSTEM "schemalist.dtd"> 
<schemalist> 
  <schema><number>0</number> 
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                    <name>DocSouth Default</name></schema> 
  <schema><number>1</number> 
                     <name>DocSouth Encoder Search</name></schemalist>   
Figure13– Sample response from ListSchemas 
 
ListDomains – list the component logical domains for this schema. 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<!DOCTYPE domainlist SYSTEM "domainlist.dtd"> 
<domainlist> 
 <schema>0</schema> 
<domain><number>0</number> 
                <name>Brown University Women Writers Database</name></domain>  
<domain><number>1</number> 
                <name>Indiana University Women Writers Database</name></domain> 
<domain><number>2</number> 
                <name>California at Davis Women Writers Database</name></domain> 
</domainlist> 
Figure14– Sample response from ListDomains 
 
ListIndexTag – list the logical index entry labels for a specific schema.  These are 
the eligible target containers in which the user can search for text, from the 
semantic map of the database.  Release 1 implemented only a single level list.  
Release 2 will support multi-level indented lists.   
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<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<!DOCTYPE indextaglist SYSTEM "indextaglist.dtd"> 
<indextaglist> 
 <schema>0</schema> 
<tag>Author</tag> 
<tag>Publisher</tag> 
<tag>Title</tag> 
<tag>Quotation</tag> 
… 
</indextaglist> 
 
Figure15– Sample response from ListIndexTags 
 
ListComponents – list the output container numbers and names for a given 
schema.  This is the list of eligible structural components for scoring, ranking and 
retrieving.   
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<!DOCTYPE componentlist SYSTEM "componentlist.dtd"> 
<componentlist> 
 <schema>0</schema> 
<component><level>0</level> 
                       <name>Schema</name></component> 
<component><level>1</level> 
                       <name>Domain</name></component> 
<component><level>2</level> 
                       <name>Document</name></component> 
<component><level>3</level> 
                       <name>Section or Act</name></component> 
<component><level>4</level> 
                       <name>Chapter, Scene or Poem</name></component> 
<component><level>5</level> 
                       <name>Paragraph or Verse</name></component> 
</componentlist> 
 
 
Figure16– Sample response from ListOutputContainers 
 
Batch processes 
Build document indexes and maps 
xindex1  - specfile specfile(.xrl)    infile | -list listfile 
Figure16 – command line format of xindex1 utility  
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This program accepts the required parameter of specfile - the file containing the xrl 
schema definition, and either the name of a single  file to index, or a file containing 
a list of files.  Output is one inverted file per input file.  In release 1, the files must 
be local. 
The program performs the following operations. 
1. Parse the schema and build hashes of the input and output schemas. 
2. Read the input file into a single string. 
3. Parse the input file.  A specialized XML/SGML parser is built into this program. 
4. For each tag, compare the extended tag name to the table of regular 
expressions identifying each IndexEntry, and if equal, add an entry to the hash for 
the label of that entry.  Compare the extended tag name to the table of regular 
expressions for each LocationEntry, and if equal, write a location string, 
displacement, length and surrogate to the document map hash. 
5. Write the index and map files for the document. 
Build combined inverted index 
Xindex2    -indexfileout filename -list listfile {-append indexfilein –s startdocnumber|startdocname                             
–e startdocnumber|startdocname 
Figure17 – command line format of xindex2 utility  
 
This program accepts the name of the combined index file, and a list of document 
index files, produced by xindex1, to combine into a single inverted index file.  The 
append parameter causes the input indexfile name to be read and appended to, 
otherwise the indexfileout will be created as new.  The optional –s and –e 
parameters specify that processing should start and end at files other than the first 
and last files in the list.  Start and end files may be expressed either as relative 
numbers, starting with 1, or as filenames. 
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The program performs the following operations. 
1. If  append, read indexfilein into hash. 
2. For each index entry in each file, append to hash of 
Term.IndexEntry.Document.ContainerDisplacement. 
3. Write the hash to disk. 
Build Metaindex 
 
Xindex3    -metafile filename -indexfile filename  
Figure17 – command line format of xindex2 utility  
 
This program accepts the name of a meta-index file to write, and  the name of an 
inverted index file to be (meta-)indexed. 
The program performs the fo llowing operations. 
1. For each term in the inverted index file, write the term, displacement, and 
length of all entries to a hash. 
2. Write the hash to disk. 
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Implementing the system 
Environment 
The system was developed and deployed on a {make, model, number of 
processors, processor speed}  running Red Hat Linux version {6.?} and Apache 
web server. 
Programs were developed using a free binary distribution of IBM Object Rexx for 
Linux. 
A simple command line user interface was coded in Perl CGI. 
Performance characteristics 
Because release 1 was not optimized for performance or scalability, no formal 
performance measurements were gathered.  We did observe, however, that the 
find service typically would return zero or one hit in one to three seconds, but could 
take from several seconds to more than a minute to return large result sets.  
Because the find service was stateless, single threaded, and not serially reusable, 
it had to load both the schema and the meta-index file for every request.  Taking 
that into consideration, the results were quite encouraging.  Theoretically, higher 
precision should reduce the optimal recall depth, but we need to streamline 
processing of map files, and add caching logic.   
Performance of the indexing utilities is almost entirely dependent on optimizing 
hashes in a particular technology.  The IBM Object Rexx Interpreter  exhibited 
serious degradation in performance and memory management when hashes 
exceeded 500,000 entries.  We are performing a series of capacity tests using Perl 
and Java, with early indications that Perl is the better of the two for this process. 
Index sizes 
Figure 18 shows the database and index sizes for the three test databases: 
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DocSouth – the first 480 documents encoded for the Documenting the American 
South project. 
DSMini – the 10 most requested documents from the DocSouth collection. 
WWP – the combined Women Writers Databases from Brown University, Indiana 
University and the University of California at Davis. 
 DSMini WWP DocSouth
Document count 10 190 380
Document total size (bytes) 4,508,554 37,334,483 111,094,318
Individual index total size  5,828,012 73,112,359 87,137,250
% of document size 129.27% 195.83% 78.44%
Combined index size 4,739,754 24,620,848 60,966,806
% of document size 105.13% 65.95% 54.88%
Metaindex size 628,149 1,442,497 627,954
% of combined index size 13.25% 5.86% 1.03%
Total map file size 241,272 2,258,999 2,904,813
Figure18  document and index sizes for the three test databases 
 
Some trends are apparent from this small sample.  As the database size 
increases, the ratio of the combined index size to total database size decreases.  
This is because the number of unique terms and unique name-value pairs 
stabilizes, so only the number of output containers in containing instances 
increase.  We would expect the decrease to level off as database size increases 
beyond the test samples, since the output container representation would occupy 
and increasing percentage of the combined index size.  The ratio of the meta-
index to index files also decreases with increasing database size, since the 
number of unique terms stabilizes after a very small number of documents. 
The ratios of individual index and map size to database size is not significant, 
since both are created on a document by document basis, and should not be 
sensitive to database size. 
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Planning the next release 
Objectives of release 2 
Writing a search engine for semi-structured objects, such as  XML and SGML 
documents, is in many ways different from writing a search engine for unstructured 
objects, such as text or HTML documents.  In other ways, the two are precisely the 
same.  Release 1 was entirely concerned with the aspects that differ – the 
semantic representation of the Object-Attribute-Value triplet, and manipulation of 
containers of sizes smaller (or larger) than documents.  Release 2 will include 
those things that are common to all search engines, such as  stemming,  Boolean 
queries,  proximity, word fragments, phrases, and fully implemented scoring and 
ranking.  And of course, we will incorporate what we learned in release 1 about 
searching semi-structured databases. 
The objectives of release 2: 
1. Rewrite the system using Perl  and Java.  The utilities will be written in Perl, 
and the runtime services in Java, unless there is evidence that we can improve 
performance by substituting one for the other in either environment. 
2. Write wrappers for the file system and web server interfaces to facilitate porting 
to environments other than Solaris and Linux. 
3. Develop an adaptive user interface. 
4. Demonstrate scalability to 1,000,000 documents per database. 
5. Implement functional and structural improvements as detailed in this document. 
6. Test, document and package the search engine for general distribution. 
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Functional enhancements 
Hierarchical index tags 
The representation of index tags in release 1 is one-dimensional.  There is a single 
list of index entries, so the user interface can only offer a simple dropdown of 
searchable terms.  Release 2 will support a hierarchical list, so that we can define 
a taxonomy of categories and subcategories of tags.  This will enable the use  of 
tree-structured controls in the user interface. 
The hierarchy will be defined simply by embedding lists (or bags) within lists.   The 
list itself will be a virtual index element, and will occupy no space in the inverted 
file. Searching the list will be equivalent to searching for any of the subordinate 
atomic elements, at any depth.   Any level of depth may contain both lists and 
atomic elements (except, of course, the outer edge). 
Rules-based surrogates 
The schema language for Release 1 lacked syntax for describing how a snippet 
would be represented in the results list.  We used built-in logic, generally taking the 
first n words of PCDATA.  We need to allow different lengths, and even provide for 
objects types other than text. Release 2 will include syntax to allow the user to 
extract surrogates using rules, with the following capabilities. 
· Multiple types of surrogates may be defined for each node in the structural 
map, each with unique names, one of which is the default. 
· Surrogates may be comprised of n objects, as known by their tags, starting with 
the nth or nth from last occurrence.  Words are an implicit object type.  
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Scoring and ranking 
A well-designed system for retrieving semi-structured documents ought to leave 
less to chance than a system designed for retrieving unstructured documents.  
Because we know the semantic context of our terms, our ranking will tend more 
towards Boolean than statistical-probabilistic.   We are inclined to favor 
coordination level matching, where an object with n terms matched will always 
rank higher than an object with n-1 terms matched.  We should also include all of 
the data elements we will need to apply Bayesian calculations, which means we 
will need to know the frequency of terms in the database, and in a particular object. 
The addition of the attribute to form  the OAV triplet introduces some new 
challenges.  All attributes are not created equal, and release 1 recognized that by 
providing a weighting factor for each index element.   This weight is not meaningful 
for a single term query that specifically requests an attribute-value pair – this is 
simply a Boolean condition.  A higher weight will increase term (or pair, in fact) 
discrimination value for multi-term queries, or when the query  requests a simple 
attribute with specifying the attribute.   This weight value could perhaps be 
determined programmatically, by inverse frequency of the attribute in the 
database, but manual specification in the schema is more flexible and transparent.   
Release 1 also recorded the number of occurrences of a term in an output 
container.   Release 2 could record the number of terms in each container in order 
to calculate the density of any term in that container, but would be less than 
optimal from a processing standpoint, since there is one representation of a 
container per term in the index.    A far more efficient way to  complete the new 
three-way-Bayesian theorem is to calculate and store the inverse document 
frequency of each term globally for all output containers of that size – one per node 
in the location string. 
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We will compile this information, be we cannot presume to know the optimal 
equation for any database at this time, so we will be certain to represent the 
factors in ways that can be easily manipulated.  
A final complexity of scoring and ranking is the question of which size container we 
are ranking.   The system will produce a result set of a finite size,  for example, 200 
of the smallest container. Suppose the output containers were defined as 
document, chapter, section, and paragraph.  Most of the atomic data, the terms, 
will occur in the smallest container, the paragraph, and the index will point to the 
paragraph.  But the n best sections are not necessarily found in the result set of 
the 200 best paragraphs, although they are likely to be.   There is a subtle 
difference between the n best sections, and the n best paragraphs ranked by 
sections.   
We need to support result sets on the n best of any size container, but we need to 
be aware of the processing cost.  We can construct results sets of the n best of 
any size container, but there is a price to pay: we have to consult the document 
map in order determine the parent container.  The default will always be to 
construct result sets consisting of the n best of the smallest container, regardless 
of what node we are ranking on. 
HTTP and true multi-domain support 
The second node in the location string represents the logical domain of the 
document.   Release 1 assumed all documents were local,  and bypassed domain 
processing as an expedient.  Release 2 will introduce support of multiple logical 
domains, and add a node, called file cluster,  between the domain and file nodes, 
to provide flexible mapping of logical domains to local and remote file systems. 
Release 2 will support both indexing and retrieval of remote documents via http.  
Documents may  alternatively be indexed locally and served remotely in one of two 
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ways:  The documents may be shipped to the central indexing site, where they are 
indexed, and then discarded, or they may be indexed at the remote site, and the 
indexes shipped to the central site prior to running the index consolidation utility.  
Indexes may reside at one or more sites, regardless of whether any documents 
are local to that domain.  Map files may reside in a different location from the index 
files,  although there is little justification for doing so. 
The location of documents and indexes is specified in the domain and file cluster 
table, which are further documented in the Structural Enhancements section of this 
document.   Since we want to separate logical domains from physical domains, 
parts of a domain may be indexed or served locally or remotely, the smallest unit 
of  division being the file cluster.  Domain, cluster and file tables may be shipped 
from one physical domain to another without alteration – we can tell local from 
remote simply by knowing where we are! 
Queries and query expansion 
Query structure 
Query structure in release 1 one was simply term1:attribute1… termn:attributen.    
Release 2 will implement queries coded in XML.  Query elements such as 
comparisons, conditions or conjunctions will be represented as elements, which 
will in turn contain atomic data, or other query elements.  The atomic elements will 
in most likely be a tag and term, with the name of the tag, and the value of the term 
represented as PCDATA.  The structure will be the same at any level of depth so 
the query evaluator can recurse to any depth. The query may also specify what 
size output container is the primary target for the purpose of ranking – this is 
discussed in the Scoring and Ranking section. 
Stemming    
There are two possible approaches to stemming.  The first would be to include 
entries for all of the extensions of a stem in the meta-index, and point the entries to 
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the root in the index file.  This would eliminate the need to run the stemming 
algorithm at query time (although we might want to use stemming when 
highlighting terms in the result set), but would make the meta-index bigger.  The 
second approach is to stem at index time, which would mandate stemming at 
query time.  The assumption is that the processing time for these methods is 
relatively small, while the potential expansion of the meta-index file is large, so we 
favor the second approach, although we will measure both. 
General approach to stemming: 
When indexing individual documents, simply index the terms as they occur.  The 
size of these files is less important, since they are not used at query time. 
1. When consolidating the indexes,  use the best available Java or Perl class 
implementation of the Porter stemming algorithm.  If the term is an expansion of a 
stem, index the stem. 
2. At query time, use the same stemming method to reduce terms in the query 
to their stems.  
Thesauri 
We cannot use a thesaurus in the same way we use a stemming algorithm or 
dictionary. A thesaurus describes a network relationship, rather than a hierarchical 
relationship.   Moreover, the implementation of a thesaurus depends largely on the 
needs and context of the user.  The same schema might be search using different 
thesauri in one or more user interfaces.    
The details of the implementation of a thesaurus are not certain at this time.  At the 
very least, we will define/adopt an open thesaurus structure, and leave 
placeholders for the URL of one or more thesaurus in the schema, and a 
maximum of one in the query DTD. 
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Structural enhancements 
Modular parser 
There are any number of Java XML parsers, and at least one Perl parser, 
available today.   We use our own.  To begin with, writing an XML parser is easy – 
XML is designed to be easy to parse.  At any but the most primitive level, our 
parser is specialized to our needs, and is further specialized by the context.  The 
parsing logic is applied to three subclasses of the document class: database 
documents, schemas and requests.   
The document parser acts as a filter, and only returns containers that are defined 
in the schema.  It is coercive with regard to the structural schema elements, in 
order to insure a regular hierarchical structure.   The document parser is only used 
by a single document indexing utility, after which the documents need never be 
parsed again. 
The schema parser processes a finite set of elements into hash.  It is used by the 
document parser, and the listDomains, listTags, listContainers services.  Each 
request, likewise, has it’s own private vocabulary.   
The most primitive parser method, which will belong to the document class, will 
simply return the tag or property name, depth, displacement, PCDATA or property 
value, and an indication of whether the entity is a container or a property.  The 
schema and request parsers may inherit a common method, since they do the 
same thing – resolve a structure to a hash of known elements.  The document 
parser, in the interest of efficiency, will not be reusable. 
File structure 
Although we use the term table, all persistent objects will be stored as simple files, 
and access sequentially or by RBA.  For efficiency and portability, we do no use a 
DBMS. 
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Domain table 
The domain table is new to release 2.  It will contain one entry for each logical 
domain, consisting of the number, short name, long name and default http, ftp and 
local file system roots for that domain.  A domain may have a one to one, one to 
many or many to one relationship with a host, depending on the coding of the file 
cluster table.   The domain table will be resident in the search server’s memory. 
File Cluster table 
A file cluster entry points to the largest segment of the tree structure (or equivalent 
information for non-tree structured file systems) that should be spidered at one 
time.  The entry includes domain number, date of last indexing (as a de-
normalized convenience - the file table prevails in this regard), and the 
intermediate HTTP and FTP path.  This file is memory resident. 
File table and meta -table 
There is one entry in the file table for each indexed file, consisting of file number, 
cluster number, date of last indexing, and local file system, HTTP, and FTP path 
information from the end of the file cluster up to and including the filename and 
extension.  This file will not be resident in memory on the search server.  The file 
meta-table will be resident, and contain file number, displacement into the file 
table, and length. 
Caching 
Document map caching 
Experiments with limited databases showed that the speed with which the find 
service returned search results was almost entirely proportional to the number of 
hits.  This is because  the map file for each document is read in its entirety to 
resolve displacement to location string, and to determine the length of the 
container. 
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There are two possible approaches to this.  We could store the location string and 
the length of the container in the index file, and never read the map file unless we 
are traversing the document.  This approach, though, would cause us to store the 
location string and length of the container once in the index for every term in that 
container, rather than only once per container.  The index file would become 
immense.  Moreover, we still need to read the map file to retrieve the surrogate. 
A good compromise is to save the map files in memory, but only for the duration of 
a single query.  This does not help at all if our retrieving and ranking is by 
document, but if we are working with smaller containers, there is a good likelihood 
that different containers within the same document will occur with the same result 
set (at least casual observation tells us this is so).  The cache limit should be the 
same as the default maximum for result sets, perhaps 200. 
Document caching 
Multiple containers from the same document may be listed in the result set.  When 
processing locally, this is not a consideration, since we know the precise address 
and size of each container, and we can directly retrieve only that segment.  With 
remote documents accessed via HTTP, we may have to retrieve the entire 
document.  In this case, we will cache all documents in the result set until the 
query has been discarded. 
Message structure and DTD’s 
In release 1, the services returned well-formed XML.  There is a DTD for each 
service.  We did not create DTD’s or accept XML messages for requests, simply 
because we ran out of time.  We will do this in release 2. Request and response 
will both be sub-classed from the Message class. 
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Incremental re-indexing 
XRL writes an individual index  file for each document it indexes.  Once these 
indexes are consolidated,  they are no longer required for searching the database.  
If an installation wishes to reduce processing time at the expense of disk space, 
they may retain the index files, and re-index only those documents that have 
changed since the last indexing utility execution.  The last index date will be stored 
in both the file and file cluster tables.  The modified date will be the greater of the 
create and modify dates from the file system. 
The index consolidation program will continue to require that all individual index 
files be available at run time.  The design of the consolidated index file is such that 
it could be deconstructed into individual document index files, but we do not plan to 
provide this utility for release 2. 
User Interface 
Client-side objects and methods 
We will provide a Java library for Windows clients, to support local client 
processing and all communication with the host.  Communication between the 
client and server will be via XML messages.  All persistent data will be stored on 
the host, with the possible exception of information necessary to identify the user 
to the host.  
 
Query object. 
· Compile – evaluate the query to determine whether it is well-formed and 
conforms to the query DTD.  This method is performed locally. 
· Save – store the query on the server.  The query need not be compiled. 
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· List  – using an optional filter, such as userid, date or group. 
· Retrieve  – get a query from the host, and load it to the client. 
· Execute – if necessary, export the query to the host.  Run the query, and 
instantiate a ResultSet object of zero to many hits. 
ResultSet object    
· Re-rank – the client result set object will contain an array of location strings with 
scores, so that results may be re-ranked by an alternate size container without 
consulting the server.  (Please remember the caveat about the difference between 
getting a new result set and re-ranking.) 
· BuildComposite – for each hit in result set marked save, process a getSnippet, 
and instantiate a single composite Snippet object. 
 Snippet object 
· Get – request a section of a document from the server by document and 
displacement or location string. 
· Join – make zero or more snippets into a single snippet (zero and one snippets 
are supported for convenience). 
A model interface 
We are not as interested in providing a single user interface as in providing client 
side objects and methods for building customized user interfaces.  However, we 
should provide a model interface, as a guide, and to show that it can be done.   
The essential characteristic of the model interface is that it should be adaptive: it 
should respond at run time to the XRL schema. 
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· Where there are multiple domains, there should be a control to select one, 
many or all domains. 
· Target elements should be selected using a tree-structured control. 
· The result set should be in a table control, with a variable number of container 
sizes on the x-axis and the objects in the result set on the y-axis.  Selecting the 
column header for any size container should cause the result set to be ranked by 
that container, and collapsed or expanded.  Surrogates for the containers of the 
select size will be displayed.   Containers may be collapsed or exploded 
individually. 
· Users may check containers, and save the set of selected objects in a 
composite object. 
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Lessons learned 
This project demonstrated that it is practical to add a layer of mapping between a 
semi-structured database and a search engine.   The Extensible Retrieval Langue 
proved sufficient in its first version for this purpose, and with some judicious 
additions and revisions, it should be suitable for any application.   Databases of 
complex, hand crafted, high value documents are likely be the first to adopt this 
kind of technology, since this is where it provides the greatest benefit. 
XRL in some form could provide  benefit if it were adopted as an open standard.  If 
the language were adopted, but not the search engine architecture, implementers 
would be required to process the XRL specification when they spidered a 
database.  This would be practical for a finite number of knows, private collections, 
but not for widespread deployment on the World Wide Web.  If the client/server 
interface methods were adopted along with the language, a client could search 
any collection via the web, without regard for the particulars of the index structure. 
In the near future, though, the application of an architecture such as this is likely to 
be with private, specialized collections of scholarly documents in the areas of 
science, engineering, medicine, law and humanities. 
 
 
